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Abstract-There are two major variants of evolution strategies: 
the @,A) evolution strategy and the +A) evolution strategy. 
In a survey paper 111, it is suggested that preference of either 
strategy is most likely problem-dependent, and that both 
strategies are special cases of the general 01. K, 1) evolution 
strategy, where IC denotes the maximum life span of an 
individual. In this paper, a diversity-based fuzzy 
parent-inclusion scheme is devised to make compromises 
hetween both strategies and thus retain advantages from each. 
Simulation results provided do manifest the virtue of this 
modified evolution strategy. 
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I .  INTRODUCTION 

The optinlizition methods collectively called evolution 
strategies (ES) were originally developed by Rechenberg 
[2] and Schwefel [3] to solve difficult paratneter 
optimization problems. The methodology belongs to the 
Same fanlily of biology-inspired numerical operations under 
the umbrella term evolutionary computation, as do genetic 
algorithms (GA) [4] and evolutionary programming @P) 
PI, 
Like all other evolutionary approaches, evolution strategies 
improve the population of possible answers by an iteration 
of the evolution cycle: reproduction and/or recombination, 
mutation, and selection. The flowchart of a typical cycle is 

. provided in Figure 1. 

For the sake of Convenience in later discussions, the above 
procedure is hereby restated in popular nomenclature for 
evolution strategies. In each generation (iteration), there 
will be p parents (P(t)) producing A offspring (P’(t)) 
through the above mentioned evolution operators; then, ,u 
individuals (P(t+ 1)) will be chosen from the population to 
be the parents in the next generation. 

Although these population-based optimization algoritlmis 
make use of “only simple computations, such as additions, 
random number generations, and logical comparisons” and 
require only limited knowledge of the problems at limd 
[24], their performance of depends greatly on the interactive 
effects of the operation parameters on the optimization 
process. 
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of a typical evolution cycle 
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In short, the evolution operators of recombination and 
mutation are to increase the diversity of the population in a 
favorable niaiuier [ 2 5 ] .  On the other hand, the operator of 
selection is responsible for convergence of solutions [24]. 

Indeed, divcrsity a id  convergence are the life of all 
population-based search methods. If an algorithm is able to 
maintain the diversi@ of intermediate population over an 
ever-siuiilkiiig region of search space, that is, iiionotoiiicity 
of convergence, it should be able to find an optiniuni point 
in  a relatively short period. Nevertheless, it is hard to 
achieve this goal without ”a certain optiniality criterion for 
the combined process of selection, crossover, and mutation” 
1241. 

I n  this paper. scveral lversity measures are employed as 
possiblc candidates For the aforenientioned optiniality 
critcrioa. These criterion candidates are then applied to 
modify popular iniplenieiitations of evolution strategies. 
The results obtained therein not only manifest the virtue of 
the modified evolution strategy, but also vindmate diversity 
nicasures as  effective optiniality criteria for evolution 
opcrators. 

rI. EVOLUTION STRATEGIES 

Tlic evolution strategies used in this paper are as those 
dcscribcd in [ 11. The j” individual P, of population in an 
/?-dimension optimization problem is a vector comprised of 
object vai.iahles. xi E R, 1 I i _< M, and tlie so-called strategy 
pnranrekrs. ai E R+, 1 I i I n. More formally, an individual 
in the population is expressed as Pi = (A”, 4. 

As apparently indicated in this fonnulation, the object 
variablcs part OF individual vector represents a physical 
point in the scarcli space. However, strategy parameters in 
tIic individual are responsible for the adaptation of mutation 
step sizes. Mutation is tlie major evolution operator in 
evolution strategies. with a relative recent incorporation of 
crossovcr opcrators as a result of hybridization between ES 
and GA. 

A typical iniplenientation of self-adapting niutation 
nicchanisni in cvolution swategies is provided below for 
easy reference: 

D’$ = 0, . exp[.s”(O. 1) + ?. N, (0,l)J 
XI, = X, + d;N,(O. 1) 

with 7 K (&)-I and 7 oc (a)-’, and 
A’((). 1) : iioriiiallydistributed raiidoni variable 
with zero expectation and varianceof one. 

As mentioned bcfore, even though the evolution cycle is 
clixacteristic of all evolutionary coinputation approaches, 
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strategies stand out from the others by several features. 
Among these features are: (1) the use of real number to 
represent individuals in the search space, (2) the emphasis 
of mutation as a key evolutionary operator, (3) tlie 
mechanism of self-adaptation in mutation step sizes and 
inclination angles, and (4) deterministic selection based on 
ranking. Nevertheless, what has often been underestiniated 
is the importance of different parent-inclusion schemes in 
evolution strategies as  a search operator by itself. 

There are two niajor variants of evolution strategies: the (p, 
A) evolution strategy (termed the COlt.ljZM strategy [(.I) and 
the (p + A) evolution strateby (termed the PLUS strategy 
[6]). In COMMA strategy, only the /z offspring enter the 
selection pool at the end of each generation. On tlie other 
lnnd, PLUS strategy perfornis sclection over the union of p 
parents and A offspring. 

Different studies have reported successfid iniplementations 
with either strategy [7] [8]. However, in a survey paper [I], 
it is suggested that preference of either strategy is most 
likely problem-dependent, and that both strategies are 
special cases of the general 01, K. 1) evolution strategy, 
where K denotes tlie maximum life span of an individual. 

Since it is so hard to decide between the methods, 
coniproniises could be attempted by automatically 
switching between each strategy with a supervising 
niechanisni. In this paper, a diversity-based fuzzy 
parent-inclusion scheme is devised to acconiniodate both 
PLUS and COMMA strategies. 

This scheme eniploys a fuzzy logic controller, which use 
population diversity measures as inputs controls the 
parent-inclusion scheme. Simulation results of test 
problems are provided to manifest the virtues of tlie 
modified evolution strategies. It is concluded that tlie 
parent-inclusion scheme indeed retains advantages from 
PLUS and COMMA strategies and perfornis well to a 
variety of problems. 

111. EXPLORATION AND EXPLOITATION IN EVOLUTION 

STRATEGIES 

The behavior of most of evolution operators can be 
condensed into tlie two antipodal concepts of exploration 
and exploitation. For example, tlie procedure of mutation 
aims at exploring the search space, while recombination 
means to exploit useful information implicitly encoded in 
the current individuals so as to guide the direction of search. 
With exploration operators, new inforniation can be 
introduced into the population to avoid preniature 
convergence over local optima. whereas exploitation 
operators try to accelerate the rate of population 
convergence through tlie incorporation of learnt knowledge. 



Although selection operators only seem to embody the 
biological idea of “survival of tlie fittest”, it can still be 
endowed with the responsibility of search guidance. The 
distinction between the above-mentioned PLUS strategy 
and COMMA strategy is just one example. The constitution 
of the intemiediate population, or the pool of genes under 
selection, differs in these two strategies. The PLUS strategy 
practices a parent-inclusive scheme, where the entire parent 
population joins in the selection pool. However, the 
COMMA strategy practices a parent-exclusive scheme, in 
which all inlviduals from the previous generation are 
excluded from selection. 

Dissimilar search orientations are formulated in these two 
schemes. On the one hand, to select in the PLUS fashion is 
to exploit the knowledge of parents: on the other hand, 
selection in the COMMA style utilizes exploration results 
from the offspring only. Consequently, it is so observed in 
[9] that: “[tlie COMMA strategy] accept temporary 
deterioration that might help might help to leave the region 
of attraction of a local optimum and reach a better optimum, 
[while in PLUS strategy,] a monotonous course of evolution 
is guaranteed.” Furthermore, the COMMA strategy is 
expected to “perform better on problems with an optimum 
moving over time, or on problems where the objective 
function is noisy” [7]. 

To sum up, the advantage of PLUS strateby is a guaranteed 
course of convergence to local/global optimum because of 
its insistence on elitism - keeping track of the best result 
ever found. In contrast, the explorative nature of the 
non-elitist COMMA strategy can either accelerate the 
convergence velocity rapidly or at least avoid noisy 
sub-optimal traps. 

IV. ELITISM, DIVERSITY, AND THE SIZE OF MUTATION STEP 

Surfiicing from the distinctions between PLUS strategy and 
COMMA strateby are the key notions of elitism and 
diversity. By elitism, convergelice to global optimum c m  
be proven as long as tlie possible range of mutation covers 
the region of optimization [lo] [ll] [12] [13]. By diversity, 
search operation can remain effective over a wide variety of 
problems, even though its convergence could only be 
attained under certain conditions [14]. To exemplify this 
point, a performance comparison of PLUS (PES) strategy, 
COMMA (CES) strategy, as well as simple GA on the 
sphere optimization problem: 

PI:J(X’) whereX= :xi 1 i = 1..30} 

is conducted, along with results given in Figure 2 

The first noteworthy point in this example is the 
reseniblance between the evolution tendencies of each 
algorithni with results obtained in 1151, where CES, 
Evolutioiiary Progfiuiiiiling, and simple GA are tested on 
the same problem. The reinarkable sinlilarity of PES 
evolution course with that of Evolutionary Prograninling is 
not a coincidence at all, since Evolutionary Progranuiiing 
equates a probabilistic variant of (,~i + p )  evolution strategy, 
disregarding minor differences in reproduction and 
self-adaptation nieclianisni [I]  [9). 
Another interesting observation with t l l i s  example is the 
early saturation of GA. It can be shown that thc 
phenomenon is related to mutation step size and that the 
convergent value is a function of population sizc, mutation 
step size, and the rate of mulnlion [22]. This prcinaturc 
convergence contrasts drastically with thc supcrb 
performance of ES, which is accountablc by tlic 
self-adaptation mechanism of slratcgy paramclcrs. i.e. 
mutation step sizes. 

A question may now conic to tlic iiiiiid of the siispccting: 
why does PES perform poorly compared with CES i n  this 
simple problem‘? Again, this is rclated to tlic inleractioii of 
self-adapting strateby p;iramctcrs with cithcr 
parent-inclusion schemes, which is tlie subjcct of [ 22 J. To 
put it succinctly, the rule of thumb will bc: whcn the 
expected step-size is appropriate for the currcnt problcm. 
CES performs better. On the other hand, when the cspccted 
step-size is inappropriate, PES pcrforms better. Finally. 
when the espccted step-size or variance in fitness valuc 
with respect to a stcp-size is too small, PES and CES 
behave virtually the same. 

From the above comments, it is clear that PES and CES 
sometimes do behave quite differently. This is why 
preference of either strategy is niost likcly 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of Perforniance of GA, PES, and 
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problem-dependent. Nevertheless, in order to gain benefits 
from the contradictory diversity-orientation and elitism, an 
adaptive parent-inclusion scheme must be used. That is, the 
new evolution strategy will pursue both convergence 
velocity and convergence reliability by changing the 
number of parents to be included across the generations and 
thus reach an ideal trade-off between these factors. 

v. EVOLIJTION STRATEGY WITH AN ADAPTIVE 

PARENT-INCLUSION SCHEME - 
A DIVERSITY-BASED APPROACH 

No rualter it is the case with dynanlic or static optimization 
problems, it lias been found that using non-constant 
paranictcrs can improve the performance of evolutionary 
algoritluiis 1161 [17] 1271. Consequently, the concept of 
rrrul/r-slrafegy approach has been proposed for on-line 
tuning of these parameters 1181. 

For the two variants of parent-inclusion schemes, with 
which the (,U, K, A) evolution strategy is a general form, the 
number or parents to be included in the selection pool is 
cithcr all or none. In other words, f ( f + I )  = SELECT [P’(f)  
U 01, where 0 can be either f ( t )  or 0, depending on which 
of thc PLUS scheme or COMMA scheme is used. 

To carry out the idea of an adaptive parent-inclusion 
scheme, a modified diversity-based selection is employed 
and the nuniber of parents to be included varies between the 
cstrenlities. Consequently, the algorithm now becomes: 
P(t - t / )  = SELECT [P’(t) U e], where Q = m randomly 
sclecled individuals from P(t), and ni = F (diversity 
iiieasurcs of population). 

Here, fi (...) is a fuzzy logic controller (FLC), which feeds 
on diversity iiieasures of population to give out the number 
of parents to be included in the selection pool. The 
underlying ratioiiale is tllat the more of parents are to be 
included in the selection pool, convergence rate goes up and 
diversity goes down. Thus, tlie aims of the fuzzy logic 
controller 1’ (...> are to modulate a dynamic balance 
between diversity and elitism by monitoring the diversity 
mea sures . 

V1. DIVERSITY MEASURES 

Tlircc sets of diversity nieasures are used, the first set is a 
modificd set of indicators for fitness diversity and 
convcrgcncc rate as used in [ 181 [ 191, 

Average Fitness (t) 
F1:I- , and 

Best Fitness (t) 

abs( Best Fitness (t) -Best Fitness (t - 1) ) 
F2: Best Fitness (t) - AverageFitness (t) ’ 

It is denoted as Fi~~ess-d ivers i lba ,~ed  selection (FDES). 
The second and third set of diversity measures employ 
average distribution radius and radius standard deviation 
and are denoted as Spatial-diversity-based selection 
(SDES), i.e. 

S1: Average Distribution Radius (cluster), and 
5’2: Radius STD (cluster). 

The control surfaces of each of the FLC’s used for parent 
inclusion in the parent-inclusion scheme are plotted in 
Figure 3 with normalized inputs. 

Despite their mutual use of tlie same forniulae, tlie object 
clusters in each scheme differ. For tlie second set of 
indicators, the cluster in measure is the sub-population of 
offspring at each generation; however, for the tlurd set. the 
cluster in measure is the sub-population of parents. 

MI. SIMULATION DESIGN 

To compare the effectiveness of the above three modified 
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evolution strategies to the original PLUS strategy and 
COMMA strategy, two optimization problems are used 
[15]. 

I Nilme (Parents) 
I Code I . p 

PES 30 
CES 3 0 
FDES 30 

SDES(0) 30 

SDES (P) 30 

P l : f ; ( , U ) = ~ x z 2 ,  whereX={x, I i=  1..30) 

Initial Strategy Crossover Selection Type I 
P;irameter VdUe Probability Type I 

2 0 0 3 0.05 Discrete PLUS sclection 

200 3 0.05 Discrete Fitness-divcrsity-based selection 
Spatial-diversity-based selection 200 3 0.05 

Spatial-diversity-based selection 
(Parent) 200 3 0.05 

I200 3 0.05 Discrete COMMA selection 

Discrete (Offspring) 

Discrete 

(Sphere function), and 

f, (A’) = (- 1 0) exp( (-0.05)di q ) 
P2 : , 

- e x p ( + c  1.3cos(0.5nxi)) + 20 + e  
I 

(Ackley function, n=30). 

The sphere fuiiction is a continuous, uni-modal, convex 
hnctioii used to test tlie Convergence velocity of the 
algorithms. The multi-modal Ackley function, however, has 
a number of randomly distributed extremes over the search 
space and a single global optimum. With this problem, 
convergence reliability is important. A 3-D graphical 
representation of the Ackley function is rendered in Figure 
4. 

To assess each approach fairly with their best perfommce, 
tlie following parameters are chosen or decided upon 
according to their population size, selection intensity, and 
previously reported performance after reviewing the 
n~iiiierical data from [15] 1201 [211, and are listed in Table 1 
for reference. 

Siniulation results are plotted in Figure 5 and Figure 6. As 
can be expected from intuition, the three modified evolution 
strategies indeed perform better with respect to either PLUS 
or COMMA evolution strategy. Moreover, the modified 
evolution strategies using spatial diversity measures stand 
out from the one using fitness diversity measures in both 
cases. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In tliis paper, modified evolution strategies with an adaptive 
fuzzy parent-inclusion schenie capitalizing population 
diversity information are introduced. The modified 

Ackley Function with n=2 

t 

Fig. J 3D Grapliical Reprcsentation of 
Optiniization Problein # 2 

evolution strategics work becausc advantages of thc original 
PLUS strategy and COMMA strategy are presencd and 
applied in accordance with population diversity 

The iilforniation is sent into a fuzzy logic controller IO 

calculate tlie nuniber of parcnts to be included in ~ h c  
selection pool. The purpose of tliis practice is to niaintain a 
balance between diversity and elitism so that the strategy 
can adapt itself under all kinds of situations in a varietv of 
problems. Siiiiulation results llavc shown distinctive 
improvement on performance of these modificd stratcgics 
with respect to tlie original PLUS and COMMA evolution 
strategies. 

Moreover, tlie rcsults show that spatial diversity measures 
are better than fitness-based diversity measures, cwn 
though additional computation is needed for calctrlation of 
spatial diversity. 

Still another iniplication of this papcr is the awareness of 
the iniportance of parent-inclusion sclicnie as a sairch 
guiding apparatus in evolutionary strategies. Finally, the 
applicability of Illis parent-inclusion scheme for \ arious 
conibinations of mutation setup should not be overlooked. 
This is because preference between PLUS strategy and 
COMMA strategy do change on a case-by-case basis, and 

Table 1 Paranieters of tlie Evolution Strategies Used in Siniulation 
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Pig. 5 Comparison of Performance of PbS, CbS, 
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sometimes both strategies just behave indistinguishably. 
The cause of tlus further complexity resides in the 
interaction between objective function landscape, mutation 
step-size, and niutation rate. Nevertheless, t h~s  interesting 
issue is above the scope of this paper and further research 
into the assertion is required. 
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